I. Introduction
The state of a dilute monatomic gas is described by the one-particle distribution function f (t, x, c) where t is the time, x is the position and c is the molecular velocity. For a polyatomic gas, however, the distribution function depends also on the inter nal rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. While the vibration does not play any role for most gases at room tem perature, the rotation is always im portant. Thus the distribution function depends on the molecular rotational angular momentum K J as well, i.e. it is a density matrix with respect to magnetic quantum numbers. Its temporal behavior is governed by the Waldmann-Snider equation [1, 2 ] which treats the molecular collision in a fully quantum mechanical way: the Waldmann-Snider collision term contains the binary scattering m atrix and its adjoint rather than a differential cross section.
Because of its /-dependence, the WaldmannSnider collision operator contains all information needed for the description of the alignment of J caused by macroscopic gradients. The most general alignment phenomena occurring are non equilibrium velocity-rotational angular momentum correlations, e.g. <c x J ) (the bracket <•••> denotes a non-equilibrium average). In this paper, however, restriction is made to the treatm ent of two simple Reprint requests to Dr. W . E. Köhler, In stitu t für Theo retische Physik der U niversität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Glück straße 6 , D -8520 Erlangen, W est Germany.
kinds of polarization, viz. the vector polarization <JT> and the tensor polarization < JJ> (the bar denotes the symmetric traceless part of a tensor). Both are of particular interest since they give directly rise to macroscopically observable effects: W ith the vector polarization a magnetization M of the gas is connected; e.g. for a gas of linear diamagnetic molecules this magnetization is given by M = n fj,ng < J> , (1.1) where n is the particle number density, /un is the nuclear magneton and g is the molecular gr-factor.
The occurrence of a tensor polarization <(/J> (or more exactly: of a weighted tensor polarization <JJ/(*/2-£)>) causes birefringence in a gas of optically anisotropic molecules: The tensor polari zation is connected with the anisotropic part of the dielectric tensor by [3] e = -2 7i n (ay -a J < J 2/( J 2 -f )>J/2
• <JJKJZ -f )> , (1.2) where an and a x are the molecular polarizabilities parallel and perpendicular to the figure axis of the molecule and where ( '" ) o denotes an equilibrium average.
By the way, the existence of < JJ} influences the momentum transport in the gas and thus the viscosity. This can be observed by applying a constant magnetic field which causes a precession of the tensor polarization. The viscosity becomes a field dependent 4th rank tensor (SenftlebenBeenakker effect [4] ); the relative change of the viscosity in a magnetic field can be measured very accurately [5] .
A non-equilibrium situation in a pure gas can be brought about by a tem perature gradient VT or by a velocity gradient Vv. First, some phenom enological considerations concerning the connection of vector-and tensor polarization with those gradients are in order. Here, only effects due to first order derivatives are studied, the B urnett type alignment effects (e.g. a tensor polarization proportional to VV T which has been treated by Hess [6] ) are disregarded. All effects of interest are summarized in Table 1 . Let us first consider a gas under the influence of a tem perature gradient: Since V T is a polar vector and J is an axial one, a tem perature gradient cannot (without an external field) give rise to a vector polarization. The presence of a magnetic field which is also an axial vector does not alter this statem ent. However, in a gas of polar molecules under the influence of an electric field E, a <(J>-polarization can exist. From reasons of rotational and parity symmetry the constitutive law is (see Table 1 )
where the scalar coefficient a can still depend on E2.
There can also be a thermo-electric tensor polarization in a polar gas, given by
Here, ai and ot2 are again functions of E2 (see Table 1 ). The thermo-electric tensor polarization gives rise to a birefringence linear in VT in the bulk of the gas. In the boundary layer between a polyatomic gas and a solid, however, such an effect can exist without an electric field [7] .
For a viscous streaming gas with Vt>4=0, similar arguments hold: The vector polarization < J ) which has the same parity as Vv is connected to this quantity by a 3rd rank tensor. W ithout external fields, <J> and Vv cannot be connected because of the Curie principle. A viscous flow can give rise to a vector polarization only in the presence of an external field. The constitutive law in a magnetic field H = Hh can be w ritten as (see Table 1) <J)=ß(H)-(Ä-V^),( A12), (1.5) with the second rank tensor
In Eq. (1.6), 8 and e are the isotropic 2nd-and 3rd rank tensors, respectively, the coefficients ß\ ßx and ßtT still depend on the magnitude H of the magnetic field and vanish for H = 0. In the presence of an electric field in a polar gas one obtains analogous expressions to Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6), however ßiT = Q . A kinetic theory of the visco magnetic vector polarization for linear molecules with special stress on the transverse effect has previously been given by Köhler [8] who used the moment equations pertaining to the linearized Waldmann-Snider equation. I t should be noted here, th a t also without external fields a vector polarization can occur due to a curl of the velocity field < /> = a B rot v .
(1.7)
This B arnett effect, however, is usually some orders of magnitude smaller than the effects mentioned above and will be disregarded here.
Since the tensor polarization < JJ} and Vt; have the same parity and tensor rank they are connected even without the presence of external fields (see Table 1 ):
(1.8) Equation (1.8) inserted into Eq. (1.2) yields the relation between e and Vv, i.e. the phenomenon of flow birefringence in molecular gases which has first been proposed by Hess [3] in 1969 and which has been measured by Baas [9] . In the presence of external fields, Eq. (1.8) becomes
where is a fourth rank tensor. This tensor has recently been calculated for a polar gas of symmetric top molecules in perpendicular electric and magnetic fields by Köhler [10] . The influence of a magnetic field on flow birefringence has been studied theoretically [11] but still has to be verified experimentally.
I t is a question of particular interest how these alignment effects are related to the molecular interaction. In a collision a purely spherical interaction cannot affect the molecular rotational angular momentum. Thus all alignment effects are crucially dependent on the nonsphericity of the potential and provide an im portant tool for the investigation of these noncentral forces.
I t is the purpose of the kinetic theory of poly atomic gases based on the Waldmann-Snider equation to obtain expressions for the phenomenologically introduced coefficients a, a i, a2 , ß, ßK ßtT and ß in term s of properties of single molecules (e.g. magnetic or electric dipole moments) and their m utual nonspherical interaction or scattering amplitude, respectively [12] .
The paper proceeds as follows: In Section II, general expressions for the coefficients relating the angular momentum polarizations to the tem pera ture* and velocity gradients are derived. In Sect. I ll, properties of the pertaining magnetic (Zeeman-) and electric (Stark-) field Liouville operators for the precessional motions are discussed, in particular their behavior under parity and time reversal. In Sect. IV, the usual inverse operator technique [13] as previously used for the calculation of magnetic-field-dependent transport coefficients [14] will be applied to the calculation of J-polarizations. In Sects. V and VI, the theory is applied to the calculation of the viscomagnetic vector-and tensor polarization in gases of linear diamagnetic mole cules and to the thermo-electric vector-and tensor polarization in polar gases of symmetric top molecules. The respective polarization production coefficients are given in term s of effective Wald mann-Snider collision cross sections and precession angles. I t is shown th a t for the vector polarization th e non-selfadjoint p art of the Waldmann-Snider collision operator is im portant (i.e. an odd number of collision integrals with Onsager-Casimir sym m etry L fj= -Lji occurs), while for the tensor polarization an even num ber of collision brackets with Onsager-Casimir sym m etry occurs apart from the brackets with the usual Onsager sym m etry (Ly = Lji). In Sect. V II it is shown th a t with a modified form of the inverse operator technique a more straightforward derivation of the polarization production coefficients is achieved.
II. Genera) Expressions for Non-Equilibrium Angular Momentum Polarizations
We consider a dilute gas of diamagnetic symmetric top molecules. The state of the gas will be described by the one-particle distribution operator
where t is the time, x is the position, c is the molecular velocity, J is the dimensionless molecular rotational angular momentum and J\\ is its com ponent along the figure axis of the molecule (J\\ -0 for linear molecules). The nonequilibrium average (J ^ ... JflL) defines the L-th rank tensor polariza tion where
and where the bar refers to the symmetric traceless part of a tensor. In Eq. (2.1), "T r" denotes the sum over j and K quantum numbers (j (j + 1) is the eigenvalue of J 2 and K is the eigenvalue of J y) as well as the trace over magnetic quantum num bers; n = Tr J d 3c/ is the particle number density. For the distribution operator the usual ansatz
is made, where the local equilibrium distribution /o is given by 2 n k s T \~™ fo = n Zml is the rotational partition function.
From reasons to be seen later it is more convenient to use the spherical tensor notation than the Cartesian one; (-L^M ^L ) then denotes the spherical tensor equivalent to the Cartesian tensor The relative deviation of the distribution operator from equilibrium obeys the linearized WaldmannSnider equation [1, 2] . In the Chapman-Enskog version, this equation reads
where R is the linearized Waldmann-Snider collision operator containing the binary scattering matrix and its adjoint and ££ is the Liouville operator governing the free precessional motion of J in a homogenous magnetic or electric field. The distri bution q) may be written as a sum 9<i) + cp( 2) 9? = (py according to the orders in Chapman-Enskog approximation; the same holds for the inhomo geneity term ip. Since we restrict ourselves here to first-order Chapman-Enskog effects, we will omit the superscript " (1)" in the following treatm ent. The inhomogeneity ip can be expressed in terms of scalar products of two forces and fluxes as [14] 1 2
Here, the driving force for the heat conduction is given by the average of which is proportional to the friction pressure tensor.
In a Hilbert space formulation one has
where « • • • | " ,>> denotes a scalar product in Hilbert space (see Equation (3.9)). W ith the formal solution of Eq. (2.6),
one obtains with the help of Eqs. (2.7), (2.12)
14)
The bracket
of the super-operator (R -j-iSP)*1 is called " polari zation production coefficient" because it states how much <</>/) polarization is produced in the gas by the i^rt-force. The calculation of the four coefficients A 11, A 21, A 12 and A 22 is the purpose of this paper! From the rotational invariance of the collision operator follows th a t A^Im is propor tional to Ö li 6mm if no external field is present (oSf = 0) and the parity invariance of R requires th a t and Fl m have the same parity. W ith external fields, however, these arguments are no longer valid, e.g. there is only invariance for rotations about the field axis. For AyIm one has the relation
Since Fl m is either the tem perature-or the velocity gradient, Eq. (2.14) is the starting point for the kinetic treatm ent of all thermo-electric or visco-magnetic polarization phenomena. Although we will not discuss the more general case of non-equilibrium velocity-angular momentum correla tions,
denotes a 3?-symbol [16] . For p = \, this case is also contained in Equation (2.14). Here [0PQ(W, J)yj] is a spherical tensor constructed by coupling of a spherical tensor in W of rank p with a spherical tensor in J of rank q to give a compound spherical tensor of rank L, c.f. [15] ; the quantity p q L m s -M ) q = 2 one has the Kagan polarization which plays an im portant role for the Senftleben-Beenakker effect of heat conductivity [4, 19] .
III. Magnetic-and Electric Field Liouville Operators
In this section, properties of Liouville operators [17] governing the free precessional motion of molecular magnetic-or electric dipole moments in homogeneous external magnetic and electric fields, respectively, are discussed. For reasons of simplicity the discussion is restricted to linear diamagnetic molecules for the magnetic field Liouville operator and to polar symmetric top molecules in the case of the electric field Liouville operator.
Definitions
The Zeeman Liouville operator describing the free precessional motion of the molecular magnetic dipole moment fxm in a magnetic field H is defined
where n is the particle number density. The corre sponding Stark Liouville operator for an electric dipole moment (xe in an electric field E is
For linear diamagnetic molecules the magnetic moment is (Am -f^n 9 J , (3.3) where /nn is the nuclear magneton and g is the g factor. For these molecules Eq. (3.1) becomes then
&(H) = --(OK [h-J, ]-n with H = H h and
being the Larmor frequency*. For polar symmetric top molecules the electric dipole moment can be written as yL e = /ueu, (3.6) where u is a unit vector along the direction of the figure axis. If only m atrix elements of u diagonal in rotational quantum numbers, uM, are considered, this diagonal p art of u can be represented also by J as [18] "
where J\\ = J ■ u. The elements of u nondiagonal in rotational quantum numbers lead to a second order Stark contribution which is usually neglected if there is a first order Stark contribution. Only for linear molecules this second order contribution becomes decisive for the Senftleben-Beenakker effects [18] . Notice th a t J\\ commutes with any space-fixed component of J. Because of (3.6), the Stark Liouville operator for symmetric top mole cules in an electric field E = Ee is given by
with eoE = peE/h . from which, in turn, ^# = <5? is inferred, i.e. is self-adjoint. As the quantity i& occurs in Eq. (2.6) it is practical to introduce ^ -i 3?.
Behavior under Parity
The parity superoperator P is defined by
where P is the common parity operator acting on states; e.g. one has P J P _1 = / . For the scalar product (3.9) parity invariance requires
« 0 | v > » = « P < P | P v > » = « « M w » -(3-13)
Notice, th a t P acts only on the microscopic variables of the system such as c, J, (xm, jxe and not on the fields (cf. [17] ). From Eq. with J^p = P^'P -1. From Eqs. (3.1,2) it is easily seen th at
If two operators 0 and xp are " eigenoperators" of the superoperator P, i.e. P 0 = P00, Pxp= Pwxp, P < x> , Py> = ± 1, Eq. (3.14) yields
Thus the magnetic Liouville operator only connects operators with the same parity (P0 Py>= + 1) while the electric field Liouville operator only connects those with opposite parity (P0 PW = -1). with <£t = T T -1. Direct inspection of for
j£(E, H) = J '(E) + i '(H) yields

& T(E, H) = & ( -E, H) . (3.20)
On the other hand, j&# (E, H) = &{-E, -H) is valid and
holds. Therefore for brackets of the electric and magnetic field Liouville operators the following respective relations are valid: 
General Onsager Relations
Finally, the Onsager relations for transport coefficients in electric and magnetic fields are hold. I f they have not the same behavior under time reversal, one has the Onsager-Casimir relations
IV. Inverse Operator Technique (Standard Form)
In order to obtain a more detailed form of the polarization production coefficient Eq. (2.15), i.e. a representation in terms of Waldmann-Snider collision integrals and precession angles, the inverse operator technique [13] will be applied which has previously been used for the calculation of the magnetic field influence on transport properties [14, 15] .
Let us first introduce a complete set S of expan sion tensors < p vqrst(W, J, J\\), where p and q denote the tensorial rank in W and J, respectively, r, s, t the orders of Sonine polynomials in W2, generalized Wang-Chang-Uhlenbeck-de Boer polynomials in J 2 and polynomials in J\\. For the set {r, s, t} some times the collective index a will be used. The complete set S is subdivided into two disjunct subsets Si and $2 where S1 contains all tensors with q -0 (J-independent expansion tensors) and $ 2 contains the /-dependent ones (g=|=0 ). A nexample is given in Table 2 . According to this decomposition also the collision operator is split:
where Ra acts within S1 or S% and Rmj couples S1 and $2 • An alternative way of splitting R can lead to a somewhat simpler approach as it will be discus sed in Section VII. one obtains and © (Po o l ')l' being an effective Waldmann-Snider cross section [20, 21] *. These effective cross sections are the same as those defined in Ref. [15] (see also Section VII). Finally, for elements involving the external field which occurs in R^1, invariance with respect to rotations about this axis holds. W ith the field direction as 2-axis one has
= <5M A T { R d 1* ( p 9 a ) ) i f 7/ > (4 -8 )
where {R&^Ym is the L -L' m atrix element of the inverse m atrix R^x. This element has to be calculated within a suitable set of expansion tensors from So,. For this calculation also the m atrix elements of the Liouville operator in Eq. • il-p-q @(/0a')j «3>*0a' l -Ä^Q 1» ; 1= 1 ,2 . (4.11)
Since / l^m is diagonal in Jf-indices, it is sufficient to write instead of Aj^M. The production coefficient of /-polarizations is essentially deter mined by the nonspherical part of the molecular interaction since the cross section vanishes for a purely spherical potential [21, 22] . Via the collision bracket | • R~l Q *» an isotropic transport coefficient enters. Once more it should be stressed th a t without external electric or magnetic fields one has L = l and polarization and force F; have the same parity. Thus, without external fields, e.g., a vector polarization cannot be produced by a temperature-or velocity gradient.
V. Viscomagnetic Vector-and Tensor Polarization in Gases of Linear Molecules
In this section, the tensor-and vector polariza tions produced in a viscous flow (Vv#=0) of poly atomic gases in the presence of a magnetic field H = H h are treated (effects A22 and A 12 of Table 1 ). As the essential features can be illustrated for a gas of linear diamagnetic molecules, we will only treat this simple case and not the somewhat more involved of symmetric top molecules in magnetic or electric fields. Starting point is the Equation (4.11). Since it is the simpler effect, the tensor polarization is treated first.
Viscomagnetic Tensor Polarization A 22
For the calculation of the tensor polarization < j j y produced by Vv, we have to put L = l = 2 in Eq. • ~ 1 (Ä ) (l+ * M yoa)-1 : . "m= -2 Here, the 3P(M ) (h) are 4th rank projection tensors [22] built up from second rank projection tensors P(rw)(A) by means of = 2 p<«>(ä) , (5.5) mi, in* where
The connection of < / / ) (or better < JJ/(J2 -f))) with the anisotropic part of the dielectric tensor e has been explained by Eq. (1.2) ; Eq. (5.4) then yields the magnetic field influence on flow bire fringence which had earlier been studied with a different method [11] .
Both the coupling cross section @(20) and the relaxation cross section @(02 ) vanish unless the molecular interaction is nonspherical. Moreover, it can be shown in a first order DWBA treatm ent [12, 21] th a t only energetically inelastic collisions contribute to @(20)-
The Viscomagnetic Vector Polarization A 12
In contradistinction to the viscomagnetic tensor polarization there is no viscomagnetic vector polarization for zero magnetic field. The simplest coupling mechanisms leading to < J ) are illustrated in the following diagram : Both branches contain the non-selfadjoint part of the collision operator once. The viscomagnetic vector polarization is thus an im portant tool for the investigation of the non-selfadjoint part of the Waldmann-Snider collision operator.
In the expression for the polarization production coefficient, (4.11) L = 1, 1 = 2 have to be taken. If we use the lower branch of the diagram, the simplest contribution is due to p = 2 , < 7= 1, oc = a' = 0 in Eq. (4.11), other contributions being negligible. The upper branch would a tl east require p = q = 2 which is of higher tensorial rank and known to be unim portant from the SenftlebenBeenakker effect of the viscosity [4, 5] . The branch chosen also corresponds to the earlier treatm ent of the effect with the moment method [8] . Equation (4.11) then yields for the production coefficient of the vector polarization
VI
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• The m atrix {^*(21)}m has to be evaluated with a suitable set of expansion tensors. As the simplest set which is possible we choose the vector <J>01 and the three irreducible components of the 3rd rank tensor <l>21. Using the methods developed in Ref.
[15], we obtain the following 4 x 4 m atrix:
The 2 An estimate of the order of magnitude of the effect for N 2 can be found in Ref. [8] . Finally it should be mentioned th at the cross sections @(|o), @ (21) and @(01 ) are crucially dependent on the nonsphericity of the interaction; the occurrence of the non-selfadjoint p art of the collision operator manifests itself in the Onsager-Casimir relation @ Q = -@ ( g).
Thermoelectric Vector Polarization A 11
For the production of the thermoelectric vector polarization one has the following diagram: Here, Q denotes the heat flux. Each branch involves the non-selfadjoint part of the collision operator once. In the expression for the production coefficient, Eq. (4.11), one has L -l= 1. For the lower branch, the simplest choice for p, q, a, a ' obviously is ^ = 0 , q-1, a = {r, s, t} = {0 , 0 , 1} and a' = {1, 0, 0} and {0, 1,0}. Thus the following expression is obtained:^(
•{@(10100) « * 10100 + ¥ ( » ) « * 1 0 0 1 0 1
In Eq. (6.1), the average of
is the total heat flux and crot is the rotational heat capacity per molecule. The isotropic heat con ductivity
VI. Thermoelectric Vector-and Tensor Polarization in Gases o! Polar Symmetric Top Molecules
In this section, the vector-and tensor polarization produced in heat conducting polar gases in the presence of an external homogeneous electric field E are studied (effects A 11 and A 21 of Table 1 ). Restriction is made to the case of symmetric top molecules where the component of / along the sym m etry axis, Jn, is a good quantum number.
can, after (6 .2) be split into a "translational" and a "rotational" part which are defined by The L = 1, I = 1 element of the inverse m atrix is found to be 8) where the effective precession angle ^oi has been introduced by
Zoi -coe //wvrei(© (01000) ©01001))*. (6.9)
The spherical components of the thermoelectric vector polarization can be obtained from Eq. (2.14) A similar result was obtained by Ham er and Knaap [23] by use of the moment method. It should be stressed th a t all cross sections occurring in Eq. (6 .11) vanish for a spherical interaction potential.
For an experimental investigation of the effect a plane capacitor with electric field in z-direction could be used; two insulating side walls being held a t different tem peratures (VT in ^-direction). Then a transverse vector polarization would result giving rise to a pressure independent magnetization in ^/-direction with a maximum value occurring at /oi{E) = IFinally one should realize th a t the upper branch of the diagram involves the product of two nondiagonal W aldmann-Snider cross sections. There fore its contribution can be neglected.
Thermoelectric Tensor Polarization A 21
As the last example, the tensor polarization in a heat conducting gas of polar molecules under the influence of a homogeneous electric field is studied. The corresponding diagram is The relaxation cross sections @(12000), @(12001), and the coupling cross sections @(|oioo)> ® (10010) can be inferred from the Senftleben-Beenakker effects on heat conductivity [24, 25] , while the relaxation cross sections @(02000) and @(02001) can be taken from the Senftleben-Beenakker effects on viscosity [24, 26] . Thus the unknown cross sections occurring in Eqs. If heat flow birefringence proportional to VT is maximum as a function of the electric field considered, < jJ > has to be replaced by strength E. Since the friction pressure tensor is connected with it follows th at in a heat conducting gas a friction pressure exists which has accordingly <J 2 (J 2 -f )>o has to be replaced by a contribution linear in the tem perature gradient. < J2/( J 2 -J))o-Tor an experiment with electric The occurrence of such a visco-thermal cross effect field in z-direction and tem perature gradient in (which is a B urnett effect) has already been stated ^-direction, the major axes of the dielectric tensor in Ref. [18] .
are ey (unit vector in y-direction which should be chosen as the axis of light propagation) and l/j/2 (ex ± e2). The situation is thus quite similar to flow birefringence [3] . Finally it should be stressed that, while the polarizations are always inversely proportional to the pressure, the corresponding macroscopic observ ables M (magnetization) and e (anisotropic part of the dielectric tensor) are pressure independent.
VII. An "alternative" derivation of A
The results of the coefficients can be obtained in an somewhat more straightforward method by using a splitting procedure for R th a t is different from the one introduced in Eq. (4.1). One again writes R = Ra®Rnü (7.1) but now Ra couples within space Si and within the subspaces $ 2* (i = L...) in which $2 is divided. J?nd couples between S1 and the subspaces and also between different subspaces © (02) kBT (7.4) which is the equivalent to Equation (5.3). In fact in this case the methods do not differ. This result is seen to be equivalent to the results of Eqs. (6.10) and (6 .11). The last coefficient A21 requires expansion to second order in i?n(j .
.. = « # 1 * ; r ' & » * = Z
a, ß, 7, ö, e, £
